Stan Humphreys, Bill Zimmerman write and direct Tech Show '67

by Ronald Bohm

This week's spotlight falls on two men whose financial poten-
tial will be self-evident by their contribu-
tions to "Lucky William," Tech Show '67.

Stan Humphreys

Stan Humphreys, a sophomore in Engineering combi-
ing mechanical engineering and architecture. He spent last summer with the Te-

A Direction of Drama Shop run by John D. Loudermilk, who described his piece as a real "trip"
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"I wrote 'Lucky William' because I like to write and get bored when I don't. It adds sort

"We Ain't-Got) Nothin Ye-

Married friends have been

looking for a local group with

"We Ain't-Got) Nothin Yet" in the background. When or
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Are you looking for a place to spend your winter? Vermont Transit Bus service to 17 major ski areas is a popular choice. As do most groups, the Monkees also got their starts there. When
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Vermont Transit-skis the real world.
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